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President’s Message

e haven’t had much winter yet this year. But
the cool night temperatures still slow things down. Winter fishing can be rewarding
however, don’t expect to catch the numbers like you would during the spring and
summer. I made it to the Davidson late January. The little black stoneflies were
crawling up the rocks, and for an hour in the afternoon when the sun was on the water, the blue wing olives where emerging and the trout were rising. I also saw a lot of
case caddis larva covering the rocks. I caught one rainbow on a midge dropper,
three rainbows on the Blue Wing Olive dry fly, and one brown on a size 18 Red Tail
soft hackle. Not great, but I was happy for my first trip of the year. ;o)
Effective patterns to try in the winter are the Little Black Stonefly Nymph and dry fly
imitations along with the Zebra Midge. Other patterns to try are the Prince Nymph,
Griffith’s Gnat (floating or sunk), Black Elk Hair Caddis, Blue Wing Olive Dry, Pheasant Tail Nymph, and Y2k Bead Head egg pattern for delayed harvest.
WNC FF Expo

Leadership Directory
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The Fly Fishing Expo was held at the WNC Agriculture Center in December 5th and 6th last year. I
shared a booth with the NCTU President Jim Maybry and John Kies. Our booth was next to the Land
O’Sky Chapter. This was a great opportunity for
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discussions on future partnerships
between our chapters on project
Chris Ellis
work. During this time I communicated with a number of attendees and
collected some e-mail addresses for our Fly Fishing School.
I attended a couple of seminars at the Expo which were enlightening. One was presented by George Daniels on Dynamic Nymphing. George calls his method ‘dynamic’, because you are always
searching for the right tool to match the water conditions. This usually means switching between tight line nymphing and suspension
nymphing. Tight line nymphing uses a minimal amount of weight
(sometimes just the weight of the nymph), and a technique of elevating the rod as the fly goes down stream and
then following the flow with the rod tip. George likes to use a sighter—a multi-colored leader in front of his tippet.
Also allowing a slight bow in the line until it reaches the bottom where it straightens. This method does not use a
strike indicator or float so you are always in direct contact with your nymph.
George’s presentation can be viewed online on YouTube. The link is quite long so type “ George Daniels Dynamic
Nymphing YouTube “ In a search engine, or you can try this link: Video here.
2015 Southeast Regional TU Meeting
Join fellow anglers and TU volunteer leaders from across the Southeast on April 18 in Asheville, N.C. for enlightening presentations, inspiring dialogue and engaging camaraderie with those who share your dedication to TU and
our mission. TU regional meetings are occasions to be inspired – by the work of TU staff, lessons from volunteer
leaders and conversations with newfound friends.
For More information visit:
http://www.tu.org/get-involved/national-events/2015-southeast-regional-meeting
Annual Co-operators Meeting with NCWRC , USFS, and TU
The Annual Co-operators Meeting with NCWRC, USFS, and TU is set for March 26 in Asheville at the USFS Office. This type meeting is fairly unique and not very common across the country. NCTU is privileged to have a seat
at this table and to be able to discuss issues with these agencies.
4 TU Teen Summit at WCU
Another great opportunity for TU Council and Chapters is the 2015 TU
Teen Summit coming to Western Carolina University June 28 until July
2. Check out the Headwaters video: http://vimeo.com/75168059
This will be the 4th TU Teen Summit, the previous ones were in PA, WY and WI. There will be 20 of the best and
brightest TU Teens across the nation participating in this Summit. Local TU members will have an opportunity to
help with fishing excursions in the area.
Fly Fishing School
Bob Daubert and I are co-coordinating the Fly Fishing School this year which will be held on Saturday, April 18
(same date as the SE Regional meeting). Bob is actively recruiting volunteers to help with casting instruction, Line
systems and knots, ½ day on the water mentors, and help with supplies and cleanup.
(Continued on page 3)
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The Fly Fishing School is our major fund raiser and every Pisgah Member should
make an effort to recruit at least one student. Our school has received excellent
(continued)
student reviews every year and is a tremendous value. It covers individual casting
instruction, Equipment, line systems and knots, fly tying, stream tactics, entomology (in this case what trout eat),
the different types of flies and the creatures they imitate, and more. Also included is a ½ day on the water with a
mentor, and a 60 page CD, Introduction to Fly Fishing Guide, with a hyper-linked table of contents. The Guide
has been developed over the last 15 years by Chapter members and covers everything in the school, and more.
The School is a valuable education tool for the chapter. It is also an opportunity for Students to learn about
Trout Unlimited and our mission. In the past we have recruited new members who have become major contributors to our Chapter. You can view an article from the 2013 school by visiting the May 2011 Newsletter at the following Link: http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org/Snags-Snarls/2013-05.pdf
Conclusion
Last November we had our first banquet in a number of years. We combined it with our annual picnic and Bob
Daubert served as a very effective and entertaining auctioneer. We raised more than $1000 and sampled some
great dishes from the potluck table. Thanks to Linda Byington for the great catered BBQ and organization of the
Banquet. Also thanks to the many members who donated and bid on items at the auction. I had a number of
people tell me what great fun they had at the banquet and auction.
The day of the Banquet we held a Strategic Planning session expertly lead by Mark Byington. Mark will provide
a summary of the results in the next newsletter.
Also at the Banquet, we awarded the Distinguished Service Award to Bob Daubert and Linda Byington who
have served the Chapter well for 20 years. In addition, Jack Soyak was recognized as Volunteer of the Year.
Jack has organized and reported on the Little River Stocking for many years. Outgoing Directors Alan Frank,
Ed Hagerott and Tim Schubmehl and Secretary Clive Morris were also recognized for their service on the
PCTU Board.
I want to Thank Ed Shearin and Carol Deddy for the news coverage in both the Hendersonville and Transylvania Times news. As a result of this publicity we have received several requests from teachers interested in participating in the Trout In the Classroom program.
Finally, I am very pleased that Lou Barlow is recovering nicely from his surgery. Lou has already provided a
great article for next month’s Newsletter, arranged for an interesting speaker, and is working on the fly of the
month.
I am looking forward to warmer weather, and my $10 Life Time Fishing License as a reward for making it to 65.
Let me know how the fishing goes, and please help fill the Fly Fishing School this year.

Tight Lines,

Chris Ellis

Stone Cold Stonefly
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February Program - Nymph Fishing - J.E.B. Hall
by Dave Bender

Jeb Hall

is a native of Bryson City,
NC and is the author of “The Southern Appalachian Fly Guide”. He is also an outdoor photographer and fly
fishing guide with the Davidson River
Outfitters in Brevard, NC.
Jeb has a website, http://
thewncflyguide.com/# , that will link to
his photography and to the fly fishing
magazine “Southern Culture on the
Fly” where he is a contributing author.

This is a must have book!
A terrific overview of the fishable waters in our region.
SNAGS & SNARLS
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November Program - Richard Mode
by Chris Ellis

Richard Mode gave an introduction to the NC Wildlife Federation to the Chapter at the
November meeting. Prior to this I did not know anything about this organization. Richard was one of the founding members of the Table Rock Chapter of TU and has worked
with Squeak Smith on many TU projects. I asked Richard to provide a summary so our
readers can be more informed about this great organization . I was impressed that the
NCWF has 14 full time employees in the state .

G. Richard Mode
NCWF Affiliate Representative
206 Woodlawn Drive
Morganton, NC 28655
cell: 828-443-2901
http://ncwf.org/
http://nccamo.org/
http://www.nwf.org/Sportsmen/Heritage.aspx

First of all I do not want to appear to be poaching members from other organization. I do
believe trout fishermen typically have broader outdoors, conservation and wildlife interests
so it makes sense many like me tend to appreciate the work NCWF does. My desire is to
make both organizations and the voices of members more effective when it comes to policies that impact wildlife, outdoor recreation and engaging people with nature.
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November Program - Richard Mode
by Chris Ellis (continued)

As partners of TU our two organizations have worked collaboratively on many
issues. A few of those would include:
Sedimentation control ordinances since 1968
Forest Service Management Planning
Catawba/Wateree Relicensing
The Muddy Creek Project
Upper Chattooga issue with American Rivers
Fires Creek road input to USFS
Public Lands Advocacy with Lands for Tomorrow
Boynton Creek Reclassification
On the federal level we have worked on:
The Mercury rule
Climate Change and Energy Policy
Defense of the Clean Air Act
Defense of the Clean Water Act
Waters of the US
Land and Water Conservation Fund
Defense of EPA to do its job
Land and Water Conservation Fund full funding

These are but a few of the issues we on which we have collaborated.
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November Program - Richard Mode
by Chris Ellis (continued)

There are several ways for a person to participate with NCWF:
Sign up for the free NC Camouflage Coalition list serve at http://nccamo.org/
Dick Hamilton, professional wildlife biologist and retired ED of the NC Wildlife Resources Commission coordinates the Camo Coalition. You will get one or two emails a month that relate specifically to issues of
interest to sportsmen. Policy issues the NC Wildlife Resources Commission is dealing with, legislative
issues and agency actions that impact fish and wildlife habitats and public lands, and some federal policy
issues. When action is called for the alert will be tied to a program that automatically links each member
with their decision maker and makes it very easy to communicate with them. You will not get spam, we
do not sell, give away or share your email addresses. NC Camo is a mission pure initiative sponsored by
NCWF to get messaging out to individual sportsmen so they can weigh in on important issues that matter
to them and impact our sportsmen heritage. A number of action alerts have gone out that were cold water fishery specific and were brought to us by NC Council, TU.
A full membership gets them the NCWS Journal and access to a number of list serves like Wildlife Wire
that goes out whenever there is information to share. Member funding goes to supporting NCWF programs and is highly leveraged by a very frugal organization who is focused on getting the work of conservation done. Here are the program areas: http://www.ncwf.org/programs
Additionally several TU chapters affiliate with NCWF. That is simply an agreement to work together on
issues of mutual concern and improves communication:
http://www.ncwf.org/about-us/ncwf-affiliates
I believe cost is $50 a year and the Chapter gives up none of its autonomy. The chapter’s link goes on
our web site.
You can sign up for an individual membership on the web site.

Here is the main web site: http://ncwf.org/
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Trout in the Classroom Press Release
by Ed Shearin
Trout in the Classroom
Henderson and Polk County Schools
An Environmental Education Program
Sponsored by Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited

For the 2014/15 school year, Tom Bushe at Hendersonville Middle School, Adam Maybin
at Apple Valley Middle School, Lorraine Thomas, Edneyville Elementary School, and Stephanie Luedi at Polk Middle School are participating in Trout in the Classroom ( TIC ) . TIC is
a national program of Trout Unlimited whose mission is to conserve, protect and restore
North America ’ s cold-water fisheries and their watersheds. TIC programs are sponsored
locally by chapters of Trout Unlimited. The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited ( P CTU )
sponsors the Henderson and Polk Counties schools along with two schools in Transylvania
County. Chapters of Trout Unlimited in North Carolina sponsors more than 50 TIC schools
from Charlotte to Stone Mountain to Transylvania County.

Davidson River School (used in press release)

(Fingerlings in
aquarium at Davidson River
School)
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Trout in the Classroom Press Release by Ed Shearin ( continued )

Upward Elementary School
TIC is designed for teachers who want to incorporate more environmental education
into their curriculum. Students learn through hands-on experience by connecting with the
watershed to raise trout eggs to fingerlings and then releasing them in a clean, cold stream
in the spring. Ms. Luedi, Ms. Thomas, Mr. Bushe, and Mr. Maybin, and have actively embraced the program goals and objectives and are operating successful programs. Each
school received all equipment necessary to be successful: 55 gallon aquarium, canister filter, air pump, sandstone, net breeder, thermometers, freshwater test kit, and chiller to keep
the water temperature between 60 to 70 degrees.
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Trout in the Classroom Press Release by Ed Shearin ( continued )
Brook trout eggs were supplied by the Bobby N. Setzer Hatchery in the Pisgah National Forest. In December 2014, each school received over 200 Brook trout eggs
and food from the fish hatchery. The trout eggs were delivered to the school by Chris
Ellis, President of PCTU and Ed Shearin,TIC Coordinator for PCTU. After placing the
eggs in the net breeders, the students along with guidance from their teachers are responsible for growth from eggs to fry to fingerlings and then release into creeks of the
Green and Pacolet Rivers during April/May. The students must monitor tank water
temperatures, chemical balances of water, and the overall growth and condition of the
trout. Specifically students will: raise trout from eggs to fry and fingerlings; monitor
tank water quality, engage in stream habitat study, learn to appreciate water resources, begin to foster a conservation ethic, and grow to understand ecosystems.
When the trout are ready for release, the students and teachers take the fingerlings to
the rivers for release in the state-approved stream of the watershed. The Pisgah
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, founded in 1969, is the 38th chapter in the United States
and the third in North Carolina. With over two hundred members, TIC is one of the
chapter’s most popular programs. PCTU started TIC in 2006 at Hendersonville Middle
School and has sponsored local schools each year since then. Hundred’s of students
and teachers have learned to appreciate cold water resources understand our ecosystems.
Submitted by Ed Shearin: ed.shearin@gmail.com

Rosman High school
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Trout in the Classroom Press Release by Ed Shearin ( continued )
Trout Watching
01/26/2015

“Well, honestly, this is from the trout care watcher. They are growing up very
nicely, very healthy, and are strong swimmers. It took them awhile to learn to
swim up from the hatching cage they were in. Many of them didn't make it since
they were deformed, and were not good at swimming. They are learning how to
swim up with the current and eat the food that is supplied for them in the mornings everyday.
I think they'll survive in the river and grow up nice and strong and healthy so
they can breed and repopulate the waters around here in North Carolina. A few
of them are pretty big now and are strong swimmers in the water so far. I've
been watching over them every week for a few months now.
I've been checking the pH levels and the ammonia levels of the water and making sure the water is staying in the right temperature range which is around 49 to
50 degrees F. I've been feeding them the amount of food that I was told them to
give them which is 1/16 tsp, and they like the food that we give them from Trout
Unlimited.
I think they are going to make it through their life cycle and live nice and long in
the rivers in North Carolina. Its been fun! I am having a great time taking care of
these fish and I would love to let them go when they are ready to be let go. I
would love to take care of more baby trout eggs and learn more about the species of trout that live in the waters of North Carolina. Its been fun and I sure
would like to do it again sometime. Let me now and I will be happy to do so.”
From: Dustin Hendricks 11th grade
aka: The Trout Care Watcher
Davidson River High School
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The Spirituality of Fly Fishing
By Mike Dennis, MD

Evidence the Fly rod is
mightier than the sword
( no fly rod control legislation)

S

everal years ago I wrote a piece on the spirituality of fly fishing, and I wanted to update my
thoughts on the issue. My life has changed due to both the changes in perspectives where I
can have some semblance of control and my goals and wishes for my life. As being modified by my
changing capabilities, I almost daily modify my view of the world. My thoughts and views extolled
here are products of some readings (primarily Trout on the Fly by Lee Wulff) and my experiences in
nature; especially trout streams and rivers all over the world and a dash of insight that I received from
other fly fishermen (women).
I see a common progression in the development of the fly fisher when he starts fly fishing. In general
the first stage is the desire to catch fish, any fish or size. In fly fishing, especially in our part of the
world (WNC, Eastern Tennessee), because of the riparian environment we have, we will always fish
in close proximity to fish. Developing stealth, casting placement, excellent natural drift, strike direction, and quick hook set are all skills acquired only after many failures (experience). Using the same
approach after repeated failures is a definition of ignorance, therefore, modifications to one’s approach is often needed to obtain success. In fly fishing, the learning curve can be long and flat over a
good while. Other fly fishers may give you advice, but for you to put the “picture” together, you must
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put in the hours, days, and years to imprint this data in your brain and then modify your techniques,
etc. accordingly.
When I first started fly fishing, I had friends teach and show me the basics and put me in the stream
with the labor and frustration of a very fluctuating learning experience. But in the process, I became
a decent fly fisher and have had many “life prolonging” experiences that made me a better person,
father, grandfather, friend, and pediatrician.
Stage One, the catching of fish (regardless of size or beauty) can be lengthy and frustrating and you
may fall by the wayside and quit.
Stage Two is the desire to catch big fish (the “macho stage”); many women pass this stage without a
“blink,” but many women want the big ones also.
Stage Three is the desire to catch actively feeding trout by choosing the correct fly. This includes
catching increasing quantities of fish. Getting into the stealth position to create a proper cast that
sets up the fly to drift realistically so the fish will take it as a meal without caution; you then set the
hook, play the fish appropriately (cautiously) in tight quarters, land the fish, put a picture in your
mind, give the fish a name (in case you meet again), and release them gently into the water. The
joy of this stage is mastering all the delicacies of learning that you “outwitted” a fish with a brain the
size of a small button.
Stage Four is the final stage, and the few people who reach this stage are not capable of staying
there all the time. They will drift back to Stage Three when in a new trout fishing locale.
I have been to Stage Four and where you learn to enjoy the act of “being” in the pristine environment
where trout live and to appreciate the beauty of it. You’re learning to develop a sense of becoming
the trout by experiencing what they experience and what they have to do to survive (with a small
brain, but plenty of instinct).
Many of my days in Stage Four are days when the fish are inactive, such as a weather front moving
in; receiving heavy rain; temperature too high or low; or evidence that “it ain’t your day.” I then
spend a lot of time sensing environmental factors (light, structure, temperature, flow, etc.), locating
spots where fish may lie, or moving and locating a stealthy position to appropriately cast to the fish.
I try to make a cast in a location that will allow a drift to the fish at a level in the water attractive to the
fish, and doing appropriate things to maintain that drift (mending both in the cast and in the water
and watching for movement continuously). Many times I do all this and do not catch a fish. On
these days without the distraction of catching fish, I focus on the aesthetics of the moving water, the
natural surroundings, and muscle memory. The experience is priceless. (TO BE CONTINUED)
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Conservation
Get the Back
the Brookie LicenseCorner
Plate Application.
From Jim Czarnezki

Back the Brookie License Plate
North Carolina Trout Unlimited is pleased to announce that the North Carolina Back the Brookie license plates are still available at the North Carolina
DMV Special Plate: North Carolina Trout Unlimited. This has been the
result of the hard and diligent work of many people. Thanks especially go to
Debbie Griffith for getting the plate approved by the State Legislature; to Michael Simon for creating the trout artwork for NCTU; and to Sam Stitcher for
laying out the plate.
To apply for a Back the Brookie plate, go on line to the North Carolina
DMV Special Plate: North Carolina Trout Unlimited. (click on link) or
you can download the Adobe PDF file using the link provided below. Carefully follow the instructions on the application. You will need the Adobe Acrobat Reader program to open and print this file. You may obtain that software for free by going to the Adobe site and downloading the Acrobat Reader
software.
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Conservation Corner
(continued)

W

Reporting a Spill/Illegal Dumping

e are fortunate to live in an area that has an abundance of clean
streams. However, these streams are not immune from the threats
of water pollution. I recently attended a meeting where the alleged dumping of
animal waste into the South Mills River was discussed.
The incident was reported well after the dump occurred. Had it been reported
immediately, evidence could have been collected. So please keep your eyes
and ears open as you travel to and from your favorite fishing spot. If you observe a spill or suspicious activity affecting a stream you should call the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) Division of Water Resources immediately. Your quick response is important and crucial to officials
who resolve these types of issues.
You might want to program the following numbers into your cell phone. On
Monday thru Friday, between 8 am-5 pm, contact the Asheville DENR Regional
Office at 828-296-4500. After
hours, use the Environmental Emergency Hotline at
800-858-0368.
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Conservation Corner
(continued)

Threat to Hellbenders
For Immediate Release, January 8, 2015
Contact: Collette Adkins Giese, (651) 955-3821
New Study: Deadly Disease Threatens North America's Largest Salamander
Fungus Widespread in Eastern Hellbenders of North Carolina
CHARLOTTE, N.C.—

A

recently published study provides the first report of a deadly fungal disease in eastern hellbenders in western North Carolina. Once found in streams across the eastern
United States, this fully aquatic salamander, which can grow more than 2 feet long, is suffering severe declines and is under review for protection under the Endangered Species
Act in response to a petition from the Center for Biological Diversity.
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Conservation Corner
(continued)

Threat to Hellbenders (continued)
The study, recently published in the journal Herpetological Conservation and Biology,
documents that chytrid fungus, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis or Bd,
is widespread in western North Carolina waterways. The scientists found that more than
25 percent of wild-caught and captive hellbenders in the region were infected by the
deadly disease. Of the numerous threats to
hellbenders, disease is one of the more
poorly understood, and researchers are just
beginning to document the threat posed by
chytrid fungus.

nessee, the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama
and Mississippi.
In response to the Center’s petition, the
Fish and Wildlife Service found in 2011 that
eastern hellbenders may warrant protection
under the Endangered Species Act. The
Center sued when the agency failed to
make a final decision within one year, as
the Endangered Species Act requires. The
parties reached a settlement in 2013 that
requires a protection decision for the eastern hellbender in fiscal year 2018.

“It’s so sad to see hellbenders losing the
fight against threats like water pollution and
disease,” said Collette Adkins Giese, a Center biologist and lawyer focused on saving
rare amphibians and reptiles. “These big
salamanders are in big trouble, but the Endangered Species Act can help save them.”
The new study was spurred by the imperiled
status of the salamander. Hellbender populations are in sharp decline across the eastern United States, and it is unknown in how
many states the large amphibians still survive. States in its range include New York,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, TenSNAGS & SNARLS
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Conservation Corner
(continued)

Threat to Hellbenders (continued)
“Eastern
hellbenders face a long wait for Endangered Species Act protection, but in the
.
meantime, it’s good to see scientists ramping up efforts to study and conserve this imperiled salamander,” said Adkins Giese.
Because their permeable skins absorb contaminants from polluted waterways, the primary
threat to eastern hellbenders is declining water quality due to human activities such as mining, agriculture and animal operations. In highly polluted waters, hellbenders develop dramatic skin lesions. Channelization and impoundments — and likely disease, as today’s
study documents — also threaten the salamanders.
Background
Ancient animals that have changed very little over time, hellbenders are uniquely adapted
to aquatic life. They have paddle-like tails for swimming and flattened bodies and heads
that fit in crevices and allow them to cling to the river bottom. Numerous folds of skin on
their sides allow increased oxygen absorption from the water. They have lidless eyes and
largely rely on vibrations and scents for communication and foraging; they secrete toxic
slime to ward off predators but are not poisonous to humans. Hellbenders forage at night,
preying on crayfish, insects, dead fish and other amphibians, and are in turn eaten by fish,
turtles and snakes.
The eastern hellbender is one of two hellbender subspecies. The other, the Ozark hellbender, is found in streams in northern Arkansas and southern Missouri and was protected
under the Endangered Species Act in 2011. Hellbenders are known by a number of colorful
common names, including “alligator of the mountains,” “big water lizard,” “devil dog,” “mud
devil,” “walking catfish,” “water dog” and “snot otter.”
The Center for Biological Diversity is a national, nonprofit conservation organization with more than
800,000 members and online activists dedicated to the protection of endangered species and wild places.
The Center for Biological Diversity, P.O. Box 719 Tucson, AZ 85702-0710 tel: (520) 623 5252 fax: (520)
623 9797 www.BiologicalDiversity.org
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Ed Shearin - Director PCTU

I was born in North Carolina and reared in New Jersey, Massachusetts, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and graduating from
high school in Anchorage, Alaska. My father was a Master Sargent in
the US Army. In Alaska, we lived on the Army post, Fort Richardson,
which is approximately 15 miles from Anchorage. When my father retired from the Army, we returned to North Carolina.
After moving around all of my early life, I told my father and mother that
I did not want to move again and decided to stay in NC where I went to
college earning a bachelor, master, and doctorate degrees in history
(NC Wesleyan College), library science/technology (East Carolina University), and adult education (NC State University). I spent my entire working career in North Carolina education where I was a teacher, community college instructor and administrator, university professor and
administrator. After 45 years in North Carolina education, I retired completely in 2013.
I lived in Morehead City for 18 years while working at the community college and university. Moving to
Western NC, after retiring from the State of NC, I directed federal programs Mars Hill College, Mars Hill,
adjunct professor at Western Carolina University, and finished my career as Director at NC Wesleyan
Adult Center in RTP before full retirement. We built our home in Brevard (Connestee Falls) in 2003 and
own a townhouse in Cary, NC.
I started fishing as a youngster with cane poles and worms in all the states that I lived in. The rivers and
streams around Fort Richardson were loaded with salmon. There is nothing like fishing a salmon run.
Nirvana… Morehead City is located on the coast of NC. In Morehead City, I fished the sounds in a Carolina Skiff flat bottom boat with spinning rods and started using fly rods. When Spanish Mackerel and Blue
fish runs, you can catch 4 fish at a time until you reach your limit in about an hour. I kept my skiff at a marina about 1 mile from the college and when the Spanish and Blues were running, we would take the skiff
out at lunch, catch our limit, and return to work in an hour. Nirvana…
We moved to Western NC when I started working for Mars Hill College. At Mars Hill, I became interested
in fly fishing because of the closeness of streams/creeks like Shelton Laurel, Little Ivey, Laurel River, and
French Broad River. Like Morehead City, I could leave for lunch fish for an hour and return to work. Nirvana…Now that I am retired completely, I can fish anytime not just at “lunch”. Nirvana…
I joined TU because I believe that we should practice conservation and be “Service Above Self” which is
the motto for Rotary International of which I have been a member for over 30 years. I am currently President nominee of my Rotary Club and I serve as a facilitator/teacher in the Rotary Leadership Institute. In
TU, I help with the Trout in the Classroom program.
)
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Lou Barlow - Director PCTU

A

s a teenager fishing was not high on my interest list due mainly to

participation in sports and that I was raised in Alexandria, Virginia, a
long way from a trout stream. My real interest in fishing was developed in college. I was located in the mountains of West Virginia and
there was opportunity to learn how to fly fish with streams open to fishing. Following college and marriage, we moved to the mountains of
Virginia and fly fishing became a great way to spend recreational time
with my wife and later with my two sons. I was a teacher in the local public school system and we camped
and went on fishing trips at every opportunity.
The entire family enjoyed the outdoors and the fishing that usually came with the experience. Fly
fishing became an important part of our family recreational activity. During the mid 80’s I wondered how I
could combine teaching with fly fishing and about the same time Orvis moved a large part of their operation to near our home so I worked part time teaching fly fishing schools at the local company Orvis store.
We would have 10-12 two day schools a summer on the weekends. It was a busy time as I became a
principal during this time and the whole family became involved with the fishing schools. My wife, Arlean,
took the lead teaching position in one of the first all ladies fly fishing schools in our area. The boys got into
the act helping to teach fly fishing schools as well. It was really a “family affair”.
Nine years ago, following retirement, we moved to North Carolina where I started working at Davidson River Outfitters again teaching casting and fly fishing as well as guiding. During the last four years
my work there is somewhat limited as Arlean and I spend nearly five months in Colorado fly fishing and
just doing whatever we want to do. We treasure the land, the streams, and mostly the people that we
meet. We enjoy our time there, however we are always anxious to return home to the mountains of North
Carolina.
By the way, the boys are all grown up now and married. We have five grandchildren, one boy and
four girls. They range from 12 to 6 years old. All have their own fly rods and you should see them
“whack” fish! Clint, our oldest son, lives with his wife, son and daughter in Charlotte. They are a big reason that we moved to NC, besides the fishing. Clint visits as often as he can and usually fishes. Andy,
our second son, is active Navy and was stationed in Colorado Springs and the primary reason we visited
Colorado for the first time four years ago. He, his wife, and three daughters moved back to Florida last
July. Andy still fishes as often as he can despite his busy schedule with being an aviator and father of
three.
We feel very blessed and enjoy our family. I especially enjoy spending as much time as I can on a
stream whether it is alone, with family, or helping someone to learn about fly fishing!
)
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Carole Deddy Secretary PCTU

I am a recent retiree and enjoy fishing, hiking, skiing,
playing bridge, kayaking, and reading. Having lived in
New Jersey most of my life, I could not have imagined the diverse opportunities for outdoor
recreation and making friends in WNC. I was married for 32 years and employed as a law
firm administrator for large firms in New York City and Philadelphia, Vice President for Finance and Administration at Swarthmore College and CFO for large urban and suburban
public schools systems. I value the mission of Trout Unlimited and am also an active participant with Project Healing Waters.

THE

One of the goals set in the recently completed Strategic Plan
was to “Continue to publish the Snags & Snarls at the current
level of quality and increase its distribution.” and the first task
in fulfilling one of the stated objectives is to

EDITOR

“Find a Newsletter Team.”

FROM

(More about the Strategic Plan in the next Snags & Snarls.)
Chris Ellis has gallantly put this and the last Snags & Snarls
together, and we should all thank him for a job well done.
However, Chris is President and has enough responsibilities
running the Chapter.
As stated, we are looking for a small group of folks to help
compile and format this monthly publication. The only skill
required is in compiling articles and data. Having working
knowledge of Microsoft Publisher would be great.
Please consider a contribution of your time and effort to keep
the Snags & Snarls alive and well. It is a vital communication
tool within our Chapter and to the general public. If you can
help, contact me at markb@byingtonla.net.
mb
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The
Rabbits
Foot
Contributed by:

Dick Schaad

M

ost of us seniors may remember as a kid car-

rying a rabbit’s foot keychain for “Good Luck”.
The rabbit’s foot can also bring you good luck on
the trout stream. The rabbit’s foot you need is from
a snowshoe rabbit and not the cotton tail foot you
had as a kid. The snowshoe rabbit is aptly named.
It’s a large northern rabbit spending long cold winters, most of the time on snow, so they need
“snowshoe” feet. Their feet have thick fur about ½
inch long with good water repellant properties.
This fur makes excellent dry fly wings and floats
like a cork.
Flies made with this material appear to have originated up north, with local names like the
“Haystack” by Fran Betters or the “Usual”, author unknown to me.
My experience with these flies was on the New York Catskill mountain streams like the
West Branch of the Delaware, a tail water having large Hendrickson and Sulphur hatches.
Art Lee, a renowned Catskill fisherman and sportswriter, had a Hendrickson pattern in a
magazine that I used with good success and is shown below. The pattern can be easily
changed for other flies such as the Sulphur, which I have also had good luck with including fussy fish on the South Holsten tail water river nearby in Tennessee.
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Dick Schaad - The Rabbits Foot (continued)
Snowshoe rabbit feet are available in natural tan and dyed colors for a few dollars, and one
foot will tie many flies. This hair is tied in “comparadun” style similar to tying with deer hair.
To tie with rabbit foot hair, pinch a small bunch by the tips with your left hand, cut off close to
the base with scissors and tease out any short fuzz with a small wire brush or piece of Velcro while still pinching the guard hair tips. Carefully transfer to the right hand while adding a
small amount of precut Wood Duck flank in front of the hair and tie in the base with the tips
facing forward. Then pull the tips up and wrap in front to make the wing stand straight up.
Complete the balance of the fly.
The body of the flies can be treated with silicone but the hair doesn’t need any as it floats
naturally. After catching a fish, “Frogs Fanny” powder will restore the floatability.
GOOD LUCK!
HENDRICKSONS
Hook:
#14 or#16 TMC 100 or equal dry fly hook
Thread: 8/0 Pale Yellow
Wing:
Died gray dun Rabbits Foot with barred Wood
Duck in front
Tail:
Wood Duck fibers
Rib:
Pinkish Silk Thread
Body:
Tannish fine fur
SULPHURS
Hook:
Thread:
Wing:
Tail:
Body:

#14, #16 or #18 TMC 100 or equal dry fly hook
8/0 Pale Yellow
Natural Snowshoe
Dun Fibers
Turkey Biot “Sulphur Orange” or
light Yellow Dubbing Fur
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Description of flies sent to TU National by Kevin Howell as part of a project by TU to assimilate regional fly patterns across the U.S.

Yallar Hammer Dry and Nymph-The “yallar” hammer
flies were developed to catch speckled trout
(Appalachian brookies) from streams in what is now
known as Great Smokies N.P. Originally tied with
feathers from a yellow shafted flicker, today dyed
feathers from game birds are utilized.

Sheep Fly-The sheep fly was developed by Newland Sanders of Lenoir, N.C. Although the fly has
virtually no eye-catching appeal, it is has been a “go
to” fly in North Carolina for years. Defying description it is a nymph, a streamer, and a wet fly, all at
the same time.

Kevin’s Stonefly Nymph-Developed by Kevin Howell of Brevard,
N.C. Kevin’s Stonefly has proven so effective in taking large trout
its popularity has spread from the southern Appalachians to all
the Rocky Mountain states.

Texas Piss Ant-The odd name for a fly developed in
the southern Appalachians is due to the original being a size 10. Known to catch trout in all seasons, the
fly tied in smaller sizes is effective when trout are particularly selective.

Adam’s Variant-One of the many variations of the original Adams fly, the Adam’s Variant is a hybrid of the
male and female Adams flies with the key differences of the
yellow tied in the middle of the fly and a rear hackle . While
there is some uncertainty of the originator, in the Appalachians the credit goes to Fred Hall of Bryson City, N.C.
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( Continued)
Letter of thanks from TU National
From: Rob Keith
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2015 4:48 PM
To: chris.ellis_pctu@yahoo.com
Cc: Chris Wood
Subject: Flies for the TU office
Hey Chris,
I just wanted to let you know that we've received the flies that you sent along from the Pisgah chapter for our display that we're building in the office. Thanks so much for the amazing submissions and for your support of this project! I think it will be really cool once it's
completed and we will be sure to show you how it turns out! Chris Wood (copied) asked
me to let you know how much he appreciates it!
Best,
Rob Keith
Rob Keith | Volunteer Operations Coordinator
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Snags & Snarls is published about twelve times a year by the non-profit conservation organization Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited for its members and
supporters.
Address comments to:
Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841
Hendersonville NC 28793-0841

TROUT

E-Mail markb@byingtonla.net

The Pisgah Chapter web site contains a plethora of pertinent information and resource links:
http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

800-662-7137

Mentor’s List
Chapter Members listed below are
available to accompany one or two
members who would like to learn
more about fly fishing in our
streams. If you are just beginning to
fly fish, here’s an opportunity to get
help from some knowledgeable anglers.
Bob Daubert

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450 *

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

http://www.boatingbeta.com/runs/flows/green
Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckaseegee River
http://www.duke-energy.com/lakes/nantahala/nan-scheduled-flowreleases.asp
866-332-5253

WELCOME New Members!
Current Chapter membership = 316 members

Donald Celichowski
Ray Dunkelberg
Erin Gregory
Scott McKinney

Hendersonville
Brevard
Greenville, SC
Hendersonville

New members are encouraged to come to our Chapter Meetings in Hendersonville. New
members will receive a New Member Packet at their first meeting! Directions to Pardee Center
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Pisgah Chapter Leaders Directory
2014
President

Director

Chris Ellis

Frank Cocciolillo.

828-243-5728

fjc11@att.net

Vice President

Director

Jack Hastings

Jim Czarnezki

jdhastings@msn.com

czarnezki@netscape.net

Secretary

Director

Carole Deddy

Lou Dondero

carolededdy@gmail.com

ldondero@yahoo.com

Treasurer

Director

Skip Sheldon

Lou Barlowe

828-891-3264
shelhalla@bellsouth.net
Past President

Director

Mark Byington

Dick Schaad

markb@byingtonla.net

rschaad@ymail.com

Director

Director

Dave Bender

Tom Kellner

trout1944@gmail.com

kellcn@att.net

Director-Communications

Director

Linda Byington

Don Huneycutt

Linda@byingtonla.net

drhuneycutt@morrisbb.net

Director

Temporary Editor Team
Chris Ellis

Ed Shearin

Mark Byington

ed.shearin@gmail.com
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